
Ed Ing Adjectives

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Tensely nerve-strung, open- ______________ and wild-eyed stood the
group for what seemed to them hours.
1.

(mouthed/mouthing)

She went downstairs softly, and met the doctor who, was very much
______________ at this unexpected visitor.
2.

(surprised/surprising)

It is not ______________ that the settlers, disgusted as they were with the
violence and harshness of their rulers, should have wished to share in the
government.

3.

(surprised/surprising)

It is ______________ to note the various ways in which slavery was met
and finally destroyed.
4.

(interested/interesting)

It's all old, old, old-older almost than any city in the ______________
States, or at least older than a great many of our considerable cities.
5.

(united/uniting)

As Alicia said just now, every really nice- ______________ girl is flurried at
the idea of marriage.
6.

(minded/minding)

Neptune was so much ______________ that he sent a flood to overflow
the land, and a sea-monster to devour the people and cattle.
7.

(displeased/displeasing)

It would be ______________ to know to whom it refers.8.
(interested/interesting)

Marco was very much ______________ in going to Quebec, as he wanted
to see the fortifications.
9.

(interested/interesting)

He was ______________ to find that this process made it more brilliant
than many silks.
10.

(delighted/delighting)

It does not by any means follow, because he has all the rights and
privileges of a citizen of a State, that he must be a citizen of the
______________ States.

11.

(united/uniting)
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It was supplied from China, but is now manufactured in England, Malta,
and the ______________ States.
12.

(united/uniting)

Sullivan was a man of calm benignity of face, a placid certainty of his
power and place in the world; a rugged man, broad- ______________, slow.
13.

(handed/handing)

Nancy selected a small oil lamp with a brass base and stem, and a lovely-
______________ glass shade.
14.

(shaped/shaping)

The resolutions then were adapted to the encouragement neither of the
navigation, nor the manufactures of the ______________ States, but of a
foreign nation.

15.

(united/uniting)

Returning to Spain in the ______________ year, he formally resigned his
rank and estate in favour of his eldest son, assumed the Jesuit habit, was
ordained priest, and entered upon a life of penance and prayer.

16.

(followed/following)

He never was ______________ with the seen horizon, we are told, no
matter how vast and beautiful.
17.

(satisfied/satisfying)

A so-called flat- ______________ machine does this.18.
(compounded/compounding)

At a period when servants were necessary, not only for show but also for
personal protection, it is not ______________ that the nobles should have
kept an extravagant number of them.

19.

(surprised/surprising)

It was ______________ to see the Airedales waver, then lured by hunger,
desert their owner and pursue Walter and Achilles.
20.

(amused/amusing)
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